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Intended Outcome

o Format and anatomy of research papers;

o Essentials of a writing research paper; &

o Review of literature



What is Research Paper ?What is Research Paper ?



“An attempt to communicate the 

outcome of a research carried out outcome of a research carried out 

with a purpose contribute to existing 

body of  knowledge”



What is Anatomy of a Research Paper ?



Anatomy of a Research Paper



Structure of Research Paper 

o Title

o Abstract 

o Introduction

o Development/bodyo Development/body

o Conclusions

o Endnotes 

o Appendices

o References



Title

• Fewest possible unambiguous, appropriate words • Fewest possible unambiguous, appropriate words 
those are adequately describing the contents of the 
paper

• The part of paper read most

• Significant to editors/publishers



Title---take care

• Catchy

• Neither too short nor too long( normally 

about 8 words)

• Standard font size 14• Standard font size 14

• Understandable to non experts

• Should Identify the subject matter/issue

• Avoid technical jargons/abbreviations



Example

“ The influence of Organisational Service 
Orientation on Frontline Employees’ Job 
Satisfaction and Customer Satisfaction”

= 14 words

oror

“Organisational Service Orientation Influencing 
Contact Employee and Customer Outcomes”

= 9 words



Example

• Examining Impact of workshop on scholars’ 

writing skills==8 words

• Impact of workshop on scholars’ writing skills     • Impact of workshop on scholars’ writing skills     

=7 words

• Workshop influencing scholars’ writing skills=5 

words



Abstract

Summarize the paper in a paragraph or two 

Decision –whether to read or not

Motivation for the study, 

Approach to the problem, Approach to the problem, 

pertinent results, and 

important conclusions or new questions

Goal: encourage the reader to read



Abstract--Take care

o Structure a sentence in a way it serves more 
than one purpose----Example-cose

o Motivation;

o Problem statement;o Problem statement;

o Scope of the study;

o Approach;

o Pertinent Results; and

o Conclusions, implications.



example

Abstract from COSEAbstract from COSE



Two types of Abstract

• Informative ----highly aggregated substitute 

for full paper

• Indicative– cannot be aggregated substitute • Indicative– cannot be aggregated substitute 

for full paper



Avoid in abstracts

• Referring to other literature

• Tables, figures

• Using words like novel, first time • Using words like novel, first time 

• sacrifice readability for brevity

• information and conclusions not stated in the 

paper



Introduction

• Stating the problem directly…too abrupt

• leading the reader from a general subject area 
to a particular field of research.to a particular field of research.

• worth doing in the first place.

• How it is different



Introduction

1. Background and motivation (1 paragraph) 

2. Overview and contributions (1-2 paragraphs)

3. Discuss specific reasons to justify your research.

4. More details and summary of the approach 

5. Summary of the results, conclusions & limitations

6. How the paper is organized



Introduction

• Example :

Topic :

“Faculty Satisfaction With Training Programme “Faculty Satisfaction With Training Programme 

at ASC, Srinagar, University Of Kashmir”



Introduction

Outline….

o Employee On boarding

o Need for acclimatization, with

introductory aspects,introductory aspects,

o UGC schemes, norms, state government

service rules, role expectations,



Introduction

o Establishment of ASC, university of

Kashmir, in 1987

o efficiency of ASC never checked,o efficiency of ASC never checked,

o Flaws and corrective measures,

o faculty perception



How to write introduction

• Define or identify the general topic, issue, or 
area of concern, thus providing an appropriate 
context for reviewing the literature.

• Point out overall trends in what has been • Point out overall trends in what has been 
published about the topic; or conflicts in 
theory, methodology, evidence, and 
conclusions; or gaps in research and 
scholarship; or a single problem or new 
perspective of immediate interest.



How to write introduction

• Establish the writer's reason (point of view) 

for reviewing the literature; explain the 

criteria to be used in analyzing and comparing 

literature and the organization of the review literature and the organization of the review 

(sequence); and, 

• when necessary, state why certain literature is 

or is not included (scope).



How to write introduction

• Provide a rationale. State your specific 

hypothesis (es) or objective(s), and describe 

the reasoning that led you to select them.

• Very briefly describe the experimental design • Very briefly describe the experimental design 

and how it accomplished the stated 

objectives.

• Limitations (in brief)

• How the paper is organized



How to write introduction

Limitation

• geographical, theoretical, methodical or by 

any other criteria, you must tell the reader 

straight off. Orstraight off. Or

• you run the risk of losing the reader's 

attention simply because your reader cannot 

understand why you didn't look at such and 

such a body of data. 



In short Introduction-includes

1. LONGER VERSION OF YOUR ABSTRACT

2. STATEMENT OF THE TOPIC 

3. DESCRIPTION OF YOUR DATA 

4. METHODOLOGY AND THEORETIC FOCUS:  

5. RESULTS,LIMITATIONS OF YOUR RESEARCH

6. OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER 



DEVELOPMENT
• To begin, this is the section where you will both 

describe your information, and begin to make 
your way to your conclusions. This is the section 
where all of your research begins to pay off.

• The development section ends when you have • The development section ends when you have 
presented all of your information. At this point 
you need to conclude the section with a brief 
paragraph or two summarizing the information, 
and directing the reader to your conclusions. 



Discussion &Conclusion

No simple guidelines for writing your 

conclusions. conclusions. 

Bcs:        Range of topics and arguments



Discussion &Conclusion

1: Begin by stating the problem you set. 

2. The broader implications of the work

3.Do not introduce new evidence in your 

conclusions



Discussion &Conclusion

4. Solid and sufficient evidences supporting 

arguments 

5. Conclusions do not need to be the last word 5. Conclusions do not need to be the last word 

on a subject.

6. Highlight the doors that your work opens up 

and create excitement 



Essentials of Conclusion

7. Be sure that your conclusions answer the     question you set for 
yourself.

8. Don't leave the reader hanging

9. Don’t just repeat the introduction/abstract



Endnotes

The purpose of endnotes is, generally, to 

provide the reader with specific types of 

information that cannot be reasonably information that cannot be reasonably 

included in the body of the paper



References

• The purpose of the references is to let the 

reader know exactly where to find the 

information you have discussed in your paper. 

• The references must include publication 

information on every source you used in your 

paper



Review of literature

Organising literature review

• Identify the variables in your study.

• Examine the relationships among variables • Examine the relationships among variables 

• It suggests an appropriate outline to your 

literature review? 



Review of literature

• Turn these variables into a series of headings.

• Work on each heading as if it were a separate 
research paper. research paper. 

• Ending each section with a lead-in to the 
following section. 

• Observations and literature gaps.




